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Random House Trade, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Reprint. 198 x 130 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. When the multitalented biographer Edmund Morris (who
writes with equal virtuosity about Theodore Roosevelt, Ronald Reagan, Beethoven, and Thomas
Edison) was a schoolboy in colonial Kenya, one of his teachers told him, You have the most
precious gift of all--originality. That quality is abundantly evident in this selection of essays. They
cover forty years in the life of a maverick intellectual who can be, at whim, astonishingly
provocative, self-mockingly funny, and richly anecdotal. (The title essay, a tribute to Reagan in
cognitive decline, is poignant in the extreme.) Whether Morris is analyzing images of Barack
Obama or the prose style of President Clinton, or exploring the riches of the New York Public Library
Dance Collection, or interviewing the novelist Nadine Gordimer, or proposing a hilarious Diet for the
Musically Obese, a continuous cross-fertilization is going on in his mind. It mixes the cultural pollens
of Africa, Britain, and the United States, and propogates hybrid flowers--some fragrant, some
strange, some a shock to conventional sensibilities. Repeatedly in This Living Hand, Morris
celebrates the physicality of artistic labor, and laments the...
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Reviews
An incredibly awesome ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It can be loaded with knowledge and wisdom You may like how the article writer compose
this ebook.
-- Mr . Cha dd B a shir ia n V
Certainly, this is the greatest work by any author. It can be writter in easy words and phrases rather than confusing. I am just happy to let you know that
this is actually the greatest ebook we have study inside my individual daily life and may be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Tr ent Mona ha n
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